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Optimize Agent 
Performance



Managers 
spend 5x more 
time preparing 
for a coaching 
session than 

actually 
coaching.

The Problem





It takes four coaching 
sessions before a new skill 

is implemented.







Managers 
commit 10-14 

hours to 
coaching before 
an agent adopts 

a new skill.



Cut down the coaching 
time with technology

The Solution



Research shows 
that coaching in 

the moment 
improves learning 
outcomes by 35%.









Get to a place 
where you’re 

coaching in the 
moment.

Myra’s Advice



Leverage 
Technology 
& Automation 
for After Call Work



Agents are 
spending as 
much time in 

After Call Work 
as they are on 
actual calls.

The Problem



Balto talked to 400 contact 
center leaders and found 

that they spend upwards of 
7 minutes on after-call work 
for each call, depending on 

the industry.



Automate note taking!

The Solution



A technology that can 
automate after-call notes 

and remove just 1 minute of 
work for an agent has huge 

value on a large scale. 



A technology that can automate after-call 
notes and remove just 1 minute of work for 
an agent has huge value on a large scale.



For example, if you have 200 agents at your 
contact center taking 40 calls a day each, 

and you're saving 1 minute per call by 
automating after-call notes, then you're 

saving 40 minutes per day per agent — or 
8,000 minutes across your contact center.



That's 133 hours 
a day, translating 
to over 16 work 
days — in one 

day! 







Get to a place 
where you’re 
automating 
note taking!

Myra’s Advice



Improve Every 
Tiny Thing by 
1% and Watch 
What Happens.

Final Tip



Redesigned seat to make the more comfortable  
Rubbed alcohol on tires for better grip 
Asked riders to wear electrically heated overshorts to maintain ideal 
muscle temperature 
Tested different types of massage gels to see which one led to the fastest 
muscle recovery.  
Hired a surgeon to teach each rider the best way to wash their hands to 
reduce the chances of catching a cold.  
Determined the type of pillow and mattress that led to the best night’s 
sleep for each rider. 

BRITISH CYCLING TEAM’S SMALL ADJUSTMENTS



Five years later, the British 
Cycling team dominated the 

road and track cycling events at 
the 2008 Olympic Games in 
Beijing, where they won 60 
percent of the gold medals 

available.



What are five tiny things 
you can improve upon in 

your contact center?



What if we could reduce time spent coaching by 1% 

What if we coached in the moment instead of 
waiting until next session? 

What if we included de-escalation in our new-hire 
training? 

What if we automated after-call-work?

SMALL ADJUSTMENTS



WHEN YOU ADOPT & APPLY THESE TECHNIQUES

In the moment coaching improves agent performance by 35% 
and slashes coaching time (from prep and sit downs). 

Leveraging technology for automated note-taking gives you 
more accurate notes and gives you back 40 minutes daily per 
agent! 

Improving 1% everyday will give you compound gains! 

GOOD THINGS HAPPEN


